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The 9th International Forum on
Mood and Anxiety Disorders
(IFMAD) will be held on 11-13
November 2009 at the Hotel Fairmont

in Monte Carlo. IFMAD is a professional
organisation dedicated to raising aware-
ness of the latest international thinking
and innovations in mood and anxiety
disorders, and promoting the exchange of
ideas across the global psychiatric
community. The annual event has become
an important forum for the exchange of
ideas and a key part of the congress
calendar supported by a scientific
committee with members from around
the world. For further information please
visit www.ifmad.org/

The Annual Psychiatry of Learning
Disability Higher Trainees National
Conference will be held on 12-13
November 2009 at the Hilton Hotel
Croydon in London. This year’s theme is
‘Current Practice, Future Challenges’. To
register please email conference@
ldpsychiatry.co.uk. For further details
please visit http://conference.
ldpsychiatry.co.uk

The Annual National Forensic
Psychiatry Specialist Registrar
Conference will take place on 19-20
November 2009 at the Radisson SAS
Hotel in Durham. National and
international speakers include: Dr Janet
Parrott, Chair Forensic Executive
Committee; Professor Don Grubin,

Newcastle University; Dr Brian Docherty
and Sgt John Hutchings, Olympia Police,
USA. This year’s junior trainees, speciality
doctors and trainees from other special-
ties who have an interest in forensic
psychiatry are welcome to attend. For
further details please email Dr Pratish
Thakkar, National Forensic Specialist
Registrar Representive: pratish.thakkar@
tewv.nhs.uk.

Post Traumatic Stress in Preschool
Children: Assessment and Evidence-
Based Treatment will be held on 21-22
November 2009 at UCL Institute of Child
Health, 30 Guilford Street, London WC1N
1EH. Presented by Dr Michael Scheeringa,
the course is intended to be a know-how
workshop for participants to leave with a
working knowledge of the nuts and bolts
for practical everyday clinical work. This
will be conducted through lectures and
supported by video examples from
Dr Scheeringa’s research studies.
The course will demonstrate how to

use cognitive-behavioural therapy techni-
ques and how to identify feelings with
preschool children, use a stress thermo-
meter, build a stimulus hierarchy and use
relaxation techniques. It will also explain
and illustrate techniques for dealing with
the emotional aspects of trauma for
mothers, including systematic data about
guilt, reluctance, depression and their
own post-traumatic stress disorder symp-
toms, and how to intervene. For more
information and booking details please

visit www.ich.ucl.ac.uk/education/
short___courses/courses/2S-78

Action In Place Of Thought, Destruc-
tion In Place of Pain ^ Psychoanalytic
Explorations in Forensic Psychiatry:
a 1-day meeting being held on Saturday
3 October 2009 at the Institute of
Psychoanalysis, London. Organised by the
National Health Service (NHS) Liaison
Committee, this event is aimed at all
professionals in forensic mental health.
Psychoanalysts and psychiatrists from
both secure and out-patient NHS settings
will explore the relevance of psycho-
analytic ideas to forensic psychiatry. Topics
include: gangs and absent fathers;
violence and attachment theory; violence
in psychosis; sexual offending; and treat-
ment of personality disorder (including
dangerous and severe personality dis-
orders). Speakers will include: Mr Donald
Campbell, Portman Clinic, London;
Professor Peter Fonagy, Anna Freud
Centre, London; Dr Philip Lucas, North
London Forensic Service; Mr David
Morgan, Portman Clinic; and Dr Cleo Van
Velsen, Forensic Personality Disorder
Services (Millfield Unit), East London
NHS Foundation Trust. Registration fee:
»90 including refreshments and lunch;
concessions: »70. Please book before 11
September 2009. For further information
please contact Marjory Goodall, Institute
of Psychoanalysis, 112A Shirland Road,
London W9 2EQ, tel: 0207 563 5016,
email: marjory.goodall@iopa.org.uk
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Robert Howard is Professor of Old Age
Psychiatry and Psychopathology at the
Institute of Psychiatry and Dean of the
Royal College of Psychiatrists. He trained
at Cambridge, St Bartholomew’s and the
Maudsley hospitals. His special interests
are in functional mental illness in later life,
and trying to raise and maintain standards
in training within psychiatry.

If you were not a psychiatrist, what
would you do?
As a boy I was obsessed with natural
history, my bedroomwas filled with cages
and aquaria. Cheekily promising a
Cambridge college admissions tutor that I
would take him badger watching if
accepted seemed to work. I spent my
intercalated Bachelor of Arts year in
zoology and seriously considered not
returning to medicine.This got watered

down to plans for a PhD on family life in the
white-handed gibbon after qualification. I
absolutely hated the 3months I spent doing

preparatory work in the Malaysian forest
and that was the end of my career as an
ethologist.

What has been the greatest impact
of your profession on you personally?
The opportunity for lifelong learning about

what works for people when things are
going well and, of course, not so well. If I
have not been able to curb my own
impulsivity, psychiatry has at least taught
me to appreciate and attempt to ameliorate
some of the effects that it can have. I hope
that it has helpedme to listenmore and say

less, but I suspect that my family and
colleagues would say that I havemore work
to do on this.

Do you feel stigmatised by your
profession?
I can remember competing with fellow
medical students to see who could come up
with the most dreadful potential career
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outcome. Psychogeriatrics in Black Notley
was the clear winner and it is ironic that I
should have ended up working as I am and
somewhere far less beautiful than north
Essex.With the notable exception of the
company of someneurologists, I have never
felt stigmatised by what I do and new social
acquaintances always seem interested and
full of their own questions about troubling
older family members.

What are your interests outside
of work?
I am closest to heaven watching the
Simpsons on television withmy children or
walking ourJack Russell on the beach in
Norfolk. I have a love/hate relationshipwith
a collection of tatty and almost worthless
1960s sports cars whose annual MOT
failures cloud the transitory pleasures of
open-topped country motoring between
breakdowns. I do not believe that it is
possible to watch too much television.

Whowas your most influential trainer,
and why?
Tony David was a scholarly and inspirational
tutor to my very fortunate Maudsley senior
house officer intake and Klaus Bergmann
and Raymond Levy enthusedme into old
age psychiatry and academia through the
examples of the giant strides that had been
made in the field in their own working
lifetimes. But I believe that I have learnt
fromandbeen influencedmost bymymuch
wiser contemporaries, particularly Simon
Lovestone,Tony Davies and PeterWoodruff.
My ideas about what is important in good
postgraduate training were strongly influ-
enced by David Goldberg and Anne Farmer.

Which publication has influenced
you most?
I would have to say theAD2000 trial
published in the Lancet in 2004.The whole
story of the cholinesterase inhibitors has
been a classic example of hope triumphing
over experience and whatever the flaws
inherent in AD2000 the trial showed us
what we can safely tell ourselves, our
patients and their carers about what these
drugs do - modest (less than1mini-
mental point) cognitive improvements,
absolutely no change in disease course
progression and there is no such thing as a
responder.This is not to say that the drugs
are not useful and important, but as
psychiatrists treating a neurological
disorder we should not expect the kind of
improvements that we have got used to
seeing in our patients with depression and
psychosis.

How has the political environment
influenced your work?
I would like to say ‘Not at all’ because
nothing upsets me more than the notion

that either clinically or scientifically
psychiatrists compromise themselves
because of political pressure. My outrage at
the shameful connivance of theAcademy of
Royal Medical Colleges in Modernising
Medical Careers and the MedicalTraining
Application Service debacle in 2007 and the
College’s failure to put up any kind of
convincing fight motivatedme to stand as
Dean.We should be more willing to say no
to things that we can see from a long way
off are going to cause disaster and be
confident that our expertise and voice can
influence the political environment so long
as we are not seen to be solely protecting
our own narrow professional interests.

What part of your work gives you the
most satisfaction?
I can honestly say that nothing gives me
more pleasure and satisfaction than talking
withmy patients. I only hope that they get
something out of it too. I am very proud of
the people who have trained with our
clinical team, most of whomhave devel-
oped into much better old age psychiatrists
thanme.

What do you least enjoy?
I dread committee meetings - particularly
if they last more than an hour. Apparently,
when the Queenmeets the Privy Council,
members have to stand throughout and this
restricts business and discussion to a
productive minimum. I fantasise about
chair-filled skips in Belgrave Square.

What is the most promising
opportunity facing the profession?
Any half-decent society is always going to
need well-trained, competent mental
health specialists. Even if the politicians
within and beyond our profession do not
currently acknowledge that such individuals
have to be psychiatrists, I believe that the
‘Harriet Harman principle’generally
operates.This is that in the event ofamental
health difficulty in themselves or a family
member, access to the expertise of a
consultant psychiatrist would be an
immediate priority.

What is the greatest threat?
Our current failure to persuade sufficient
numbers of our ownmedical school gradu-
ates to follow us into psychiatry. Despite
atrocious treatment from the Department
of Health, doctors who trained overseas
have shown huge loyalty and commitment
to the National Health Service and our
specialty would collapse without them. But
we cannot have a workforce within which
UK medical graduates are not adequately
represented. Although it is currently
fashionable for consultant psychiatrists to
express disenchantment about our posts
and changes to the way we work, we need

to remember that this is quickly picked up
bymedical students so that even thosewho
thought that they might want to become
psychiatrists are dissuaded.The College, led
by the primary care trust, is workinghard to
connect with undergraduates and
foundation trainees to paint a positive
picture of careers in psychiatry, but all of us
who are observed in our work by medical
students need to remainmindful that we
can be the best or worst possible advert to
those who may follow us.

What is the most important
advice you could offer to a new
trainee?
Choose an area of practice, research or the
arts that is relevant to psychiatry and that
interests you. Find out everything you can
about that area and write a publishable
review.You will discover that everything
becomes more interesting the deeper you
delve into it and will experience the excite-
ment and satisfaction of being an expert on
something important to you. Approach
your patients in the same way.You should
absolutely expect to enjoy your work and
have fun. Like DrJohnson said about
London - if you find you are tired of
psychiatry you are probably tired of life.

Do you think psychiatry is brainless
or mindless?
Sadly, I think that it is fast becoming both.
Psychiatrists seem to be less interested in
basic neurosciences than when I trained,
perhaps understandably because, despite
great promises, neuroscience has not
delivered new insights into the causation of
psychiatric illnesses or novel treatments
that benefit our patients. I am sure that this
will change but it may only be later genera-
tions of psychiatrists who see the benefits
of current work. As to the mindlessness
charge, I partly blame the relentless rise of
vogue psychological treatments, at least in
part, for the current loss of psychological
mindedness among our trainees.Whatever
the drawbacks, traditional psychotherapy
at least offered a series of models about
experiences and relationships that we could
apply in our attempts to make some sense
of the otherwise unmappable inner lives of
those who come to us for help and
understanding.

How would you like to be
remembered?
As an enthusiast who did his best - even
if sometimes it was not terribly good.

Dominic Fannon
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